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Abstract

Recent increases in seismic activity in historically quiescent areas such as

Oklahoma, Texas, and Arkansas have spurred the need for investigation into

expected ground motions associated with these seismic sources. The neo-

teric nature of this seismicity increase corresponds to a scarcity of ground

motion recordings within ∼20 km of earthquakes Mw 3.0 and greater. To

aid the effort of constraining near-source ground motion prediction equa-

tions (GMPEs) associated with induced seismicity, we develop a framework

for integration of synthetic ground motion data from simulated earthquakes

into the GMPE development process. We demonstrate this framework by de-

veloping a GMPE for a target region encompassing north-central Oklahoma

and south-central Kansas. We first gather a catalog of recorded ground mo-
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tions from Mw 3-4 earthquakes that occurred in the target region. Using

constraints on the region’s material structure, including well log data that

provides insight into the characteristics of shallow sedimentary layers, we

perform point-source simulations intended to mimic a selection of recorded

earthquakes from the target region. Simulated earthquake sources are con-

strained by available moment tensors and locations. Once we determine that

our simulations produce realistic ground motions, we combine recorded and

synthetic ground motion data to produce a composite ground motion cata-

log. We use this composite catalog to develop a regionally-specific GMPE for

our target region. This framework can be exported to other regions where

near-source ground motion data are sparse and can be used to improve con-

straints on near-source GMPEs, which could directly benefit seismic hazard

estimates.
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Introduction1

Over the last 10-15 years, parts of the central and eastern United States,2

such as Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas, have experienced a dramatic increase3

in earthquake rates (Ellsworth, 2013). A number of authors have linked this4

increased seismic activity to wastewater disposal associated with oil and gas5
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operations (Walsh and Zoback, 2015; Kim, 2013; Keranen et al., 2013, 2014;6

Frohlich et al., 2014; Weingarten et al., 2015). Such earthquakes are often7

referred to as “induced” or “triggered” events, depending on the human-8

associated change in stress levels as a fraction of the ambient shear stress9

level acting on a fault, and in the central US have been as large as Mw 5.810

(near Pawnee, OK, on 3 September 2016). Since earthquakes in these ar-11

eas occur at shallow depths, ground motions at the surface could be greater12

than those of deeper events for similar epicenter distances and magnitudes.13

Some induced events occur near populated areas (such as Oklahoma City)14

or critical infrastructure (such as the large and complex pipeline crossroads15

and crude oil storage facilities in Cushing, OK), prompting demand for well-16

constrained ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs), which express17

expected ground motion intensity measures, such as peak ground velocity18

(PGV), peak ground acceleration (PGA), and spectral accelerations (SA) as19

functions of magnitude and source-to-site distance. GMPEs are critical ele-20

ments of seismic hazard evaluation and prediction, including in the national21

seismic hazard maps produced by the USGS (Petersen et al., 2014).22

The most robust regional GMPEs are developed via regression of recorded23

ground motion data. However, for magnitudes and source-to-site distances24
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of engineering interest, only well-instrumented areas such as California have25

enough data to properly constrain GMPEs, especially at short source-to-site26

distances. Even in these areas, data scarcity is a problem for large events,27

such as earthquakes Mw 7+. As described in Yenier and Atkinson (2015),28

there are several different approaches to GMPE development in data-poor29

areas. One approach is to use ground motion simulations in combination30

with regional parameters that describe site, source, and path effects to gen-31

erate synthetic ground motion data. The complexity of these simulations can32

vary widely, from simple stochastic point sources in a homogeneous material33

structure to finite-fault sources in regionally-specific heterogeneous material34

structures (Atkinson and Boore, 1995; Toro et al., 1997; Atkinson and Silva,35

2000; Silva et al., 2002; Atkinson and Boore, 2006; Frankel, 2009). This36

paper presents a method for constraining GMPEs in data-poor areas using37

ground motion simulations. A second approach, called the hybrid empiri-38

cal method, uses GMPEs from data-rich (host) regions tuned for use in a39

data-poor (target) region by relationships between stochastic simulations of40

the host and target regions (Campbell, 2003; Pezeshk et al., 2011). A third41

approach, called the referenced empirical approach, uses GMPEs from host42

regions tuned for use in a target region by relationships between predictions43
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of empirically-derived GMPEs of the host and observed motions in the target44

regions (Atkinson, 2008, 2010; Atkinson and Motazedian, 2013; Hassani and45

Atkinson, 2015). Most recently, Yenier and Atkinson (2015) strategically46

combined elements of all three of the aforementioned approaches to generate47

GMPEs that can be regionally adjusted by tuning just a handful of parame-48

ters and applied the methodology to a target region that covered the central49

and eastern US.50

The neoteric nature of the seismicity increase in the central US corre-51

sponds to a scarcity of ground motion recordings within ∼50 km of earth-52

quakes Mw 3 and greater, with increasing scarcity at larger magnitudes53

(Gupta et al., 2017). As expected, data scarcity is most extreme at the54

closest hypocentral distances, namely less than 10 km. Therefore, GMPEs55

for the central US derived from real ground motion recordings suffer from56

poor constraints. Atkinson (2015) produced GMPEs for small-to-moderate57

earthquakes at short hypocentral distances (defined as less than 40 km) for58

application to induced seismicity hazards. These GMPEs were constructed59

using data from the Next Generation Attenuation-West project (Ancheta60

et al., 2014), which is primarily comprised of ground motions from natural61

earthquakes in active tectonic settings, and the assumption that ground mo-62
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tions from induced events will be comparable to those of natural earthquakes63

of the same magnitude and hypocentral distance (Atkinson, 2015). This as-64

sumption has been shown to be reasonable in areas experiencing induced65

seismicity related to geothermal activity and gas extraction (Douglas et al.,66

2013; Edwards and Douglas, 2014).67

In this study, we develop ground motion prediction equations for Mw 3-68

4 earthquakes for the northern Oklahoma and southern Kansas target area69

using a combination of recorded and simulated ground motion data. We70

focus on small earthquakes in this study, which is the first part of a larger71

effort to construct GMPEs for a wide range of magnitudes. The small events72

considered in this study can be described as point moment tensor sources.73

This allows us to focus mainly on wave propagation effects and the role of the74

assumed material structure in controlling ground motions. This assumption75

has been made in other studies that employ point moment tensor sources76

in ground motion simulations (Yenier and Atkinson, 2014; Atkinson, 2015).77

Specifically, Atkinson (2015) found that assuming an effective depth term78

that accounts for near-source distance saturation effects between 1 and 379

km for earthquakes as small as Mw 4 did not significantly affect the fit of a80

GMPE. The next step in our overall effort will extend our ground motion81
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simulations and GMPEs to earthquakes Mw >4; however, we will employ82

finite-fault sources to simulate such earthquakes.83

To establish confidence that our simulations are producing realistic ground84

motions, we perform validation exercises in which we simulate earthquakes85

by mimicking (to the best of our abilities) the conditions of real, recorded86

events (i.e., depth, focal mechanism, magnitude, native material structure,87

etc.) and comparing the synthetic data to actual recordings. We then simu-88

late a suite of hypothetical earthquakes in the same material structure used89

in the validation exercises to generate a synthetic ground motion catalog. We90

catalog publicly available recorded ground motion data for the target region91

and verify that the properties of our synthetic catalog reflect those of actual92

recorded data at distances where there is sufficient recorded data.93

After combining the recorded and synthetic catalogs, we use a regression94

equation inspired by and similar to that of Shahjouei and Pezeshk (2016) to95

generate ground motion prediction equations for small (Mw 3-4) earthquakes96

in the Oklahoma/Kansas area for several key intensity measures.97
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Target Region and Associated Ground Motion Data98

This study focuses on an area encompassing central Oklahoma, north-99

central Oklahoma, and south-central Kansas. This target region has been100

identified as an area of seismic significance due to a marked increase in the101

rate of earthquakes starting around 2009 (Walsh and Zoback, 2015). We start102

with the ground motion database for the central and eastern United States103

collected and processed as per Gupta et al. (2017). This data was collected104

via IRIS data services (http://ds.347iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/) using the SOD105

interface. Earthquake magnitudes, locations, and depths were updated to106

those contained in the USGS ANSS Composite Catalog (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/comcat/).107

The instruments that collected these measurements had a range of sampling108

rates, the lowest being 40 Hz. Therefore, the data was filtered using a 4th-109

order acausal Butterworth filter with low and high-pass frequencies of 0.3110

and 20 Hz, respectively. This filtering could lead to an underestimation of111

PGA, but for the periods of interest in this study (up to ∼5 Hz) spectral112

values of the filtered and unfiltered data do not differ significantly (Gupta113

et al., 2017)114

We extract the subset of ground motion records associated with earth-115

quakes with epicenters between 35◦-38◦ N latitude, 96◦-99.5◦ W longitude,116
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and magnitudes Mw 3-4. The earliest ground motion record in this subset117

is 22 November 2004, although the majority of records are for earthquakes118

occurring during 2009 and later. The most recent ground motion record in119

this subset is from 31 December 2015. The catalog consists of ground mo-120

tion intensity measures from 22,374 ground motion records associated with121

1,692 unique earthquakes. Figure 1 shows a map of the earthquake epicen-122

ters in the target region catalog. Figure 2 shows ground motion intensity123

data (PGV, PSA(T=0.2s)) from the target region catalog as a function of124

hypocentral distance. For reference, Mw 3.5 GMPEs from Atkinson (2015)125

are also shown. The notable decrease in the density of ground motion record-126

ings at near-source (<10 km) distances motivates our use of ground motion127

simulations as a proxy for actual ground motion recordings.128

Target Area Material Structure129

We simulate ground motions by propagating seismic waves through het-130

erogeneous material structures. In this study, we attempt to build realistic131

material structures (i.e., P and S-wave speeds, density) by integrating data132

from well logs from central and northern Oklahoma. Well logs were provided133

to us by oil and gas companies with operations in the area. The well logs are134
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composite measurements, meaning that more than 20 individual wells span-135

ning central OK were gathered and combined to generate statistics on the136

velocity structure of the region. We were not provided separate data from137

each well. Figure 3 shows an example of statistics from a single formation in138

the form the data was received. We believe that this composite log provides139

high quality constraints on formation thicknesses and average wave speeds140

and densities. We are less comfortable with the implied constraints on stan-141

dard deviations of fluctuations provided by the composite logs, and suspect142

that by combining multiple logs into a single set of univariate statistics for143

each formation, there is a good chance of overestimating standard deviations.144

We do perform simulations including small-scale heterogeneity constrained145

by these well logs, but more for the general purpose of understanding the146

effects of small-scale heterogeneity and wave scattering on ground motions147

rather than as a mechanism to improve our ability to produce realistic ground148

motions for earthquakes in the target region.149

The primary feature of the target region’s geology is the contact between150

the igneous basement and overlying sedimentary layers. The depth of this151

contact over the target region ranges is often estimated at ∼2-3 km (Keranen152

et al., 2013, 2014). Our obtained well logs indicate the depth of this contact at153
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∼2.5 km in our target region. The sedimentary layers include the Arbuckle154

formation and comprise the target formations for much of the wastewater155

injection in the area.156

We incorporate attenuation in our simulations via the S- and P-wave157

quality factors QS and QP through the relationships QS = 100VS and QP =158

2QS, where VS is S-wave velocity in km/s. Over the shallowest 10 km in our159

target region velocity structure, QS ranges from ∼130-360 and QP ranges160

from ∼260-720. This method of linking attenuation to local S-wave speeds161

has been used in ground motion simulations such as Olsen (2000) and Olsen162

et al. (2009), although in these studies the relationship between QS and VS163

was chosen to be QS = 50VS for simulations in the high-attenuation Los164

Angeles basin. Estimates of Q for the central US tend to be higher than165

for the western US (detailed below), indicating that attenuation is lower in166

the central US than in the western US. We therefore choose to represent the167

attenuation structure of our target region using higher quality factors. We168

find that using QS = 100VS does a good job producing simulated ground169

motions that attenuate in a manner similar to actual data from our target170

region.171

Benz et al. (1997) reported a frequency-independent value of Q = 1291172
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for the central US based on observations between 1.5 and 7 Hz. Erickson173

et al. (2004) described Q in the central US as Q(f) = 640(±225)f 0.344(±0.22),174

where f is the frequency of interest. We note that these studies based Q175

estimates using ground motion data at distances >150 km and report values176

of crustal Q, whereas we attempt to separate QS and QP and are concerned177

with shallow depths as compared to the entire crust below out target region.178

Since attenuation tends to increase at shallower depths, we infer that for179

our purposes it is reasonable to assume values of QS and QP lower than the180

values of crustal Q reported in these studies, but that they can be viewed as181

an upper bound for our target region.182

Our material structures have two primary components, a 1D “backbone”183

material structure and a 3D small-scale heterogeneities described by von184

Karman power spectral density functions. We aim to assess the sensitivity of185

our ground motion simulations to choices made when constructing material186

structures by focusing on the effects of using different 1D structures and the187

inclusion or exclusion of 3D small-scale heterogeneities.188

We focus on two 1D structures in our ground motion simulations (Figure189

4), the first of which is the material structure used to locate earthquakes in190

Keranen et al. (2014). As noted in Keranen et al. (2014), this material struc-191
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ture is well-constrained between ∼2.7 and ∼15 km depth. In this material192

structure, ∼2.7 km depth is treated as the boundary between fast-velocity193

igneous basement below and a low-velocity sedimentary layer above. Anal-194

ysis of well logs from central/north Oklahoma indicate that the structure of195

the upper ∼2.7 km is more complicated. To account for this complexity, we196

construct a material structure that starts with the 1D profile from Keranen197

et al. (2014), but replaces the upper ∼2.7 km with velocity data obtained198

from well logs. A notable feature of the well log data is that the Arbuckle199

formation, one of the formations into which large volumes of high-salinity200

produced water are disposed (Walsh and Zoback, 2015), has a larger average201

P- and S-wave speed than the basement rock.202

Small-scale heterogeneities in material properties contribute to wave scat-203

tering in a manner dependent on the wavelengths of the waves under con-204

sideration and the characteristics of the heterogeneities themselves, such as205

their size, anisotropy ratio, and amplitude contrast relative to surrounding206

material (Frankel and Clayton, 1986; Hartzell et al., 2010; Imperatori and207

Mai, 2013; Bydlon and Dunham, 2015). Measurements of small-scale het-208

erogeneity at resolutions of typical wave propagation simulations (<100 m)209

over large areas are uncommon, especially in areas with a relatively short210
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history of regular seismic activity such as the central US; therefore, such het-211

erogeneity is often represented in a stochastic fashion. We generate stochas-212

tic small-scale heterogeneity using the von Karman power spectral density213

function (PSDF) since it has been shown to be well-suited for statistically214

characterizing crustal material property fluctuations (Frankel and Clayton,215

1986). The von Karman PSDF has the form216

P (k) =
4πσ2ν

√
a2x + a2y + a2z

(1 +
√
k2xa

2
x + k2ya

2
y + k2za

2
z)
ν+1

. (1)

where kx, ky, and kz are wavenumber components for each dimension, ax, ay,217

az are the correlation lengths in each dimension, ν is the Hurst exponent,218

and σ is the standard deviation of the fluctuations, normalized by the mean219

value of that property. The von Karman PSDF is commonly used in ground220

motion simulations to describe small-scale fluctuations in material properties221

(Frankel and Clayton, 1986; Hartzell et al., 2010; Imperatori and Mai, 2013;222

Bydlon and Dunham, 2015). These parameters can be constrained by invert-223

ing sonic logs (Holliger, 1996, 1997; Savran and Olsen, 2016; Kruiver et al.,224

2017), but typically a large number of logs is needed to estimate the lateral225

variation of these fluctuations. Often, these parameters are estimated by226

parameter space studies of wave propagation in heterogeneous media where227

synthetic ground motions are generated that attempt to match characteris-228
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tic of real ground motions such as teleseismic travel time anomalies and the229

decay rates of coda waves (Frankel and Clayton, 1986; Imperatori and Mai,230

2013).231

We use the univariate statistics from well log data to constrain the stan-232

dard deviation of fluctuations in VP , VS, and density in our target region.233

In this study, we perform simulations of earthquakes in material structures234

that have a 1D backbone and small-scale heterogeneity using the statistics235

obtained from the composite logs. We find that the addition of small-scale236

heterogeneity does not improve our ground motion simulations, indicating237

that using the composite log data to constrain small-scale heterogeneity is238

not an appropriate choice and that inclusion of realistic small-scale hetero-239

geneity into these simulations would require more granular information on240

the material structure. Table 1 shows the average VP , VS, and density values241

and associated normalized standard deviations for each layer in the well log242

data.243

Although data from well logs provide constraints on VP , VS, and density,244

we must make assumptions about the other parameters in the von Karman245

PSDF for Oklahoma, namely, correlation length and Hurst exponent. Using246

sonic logs from the Los Angeles basin, CA, Savran and Olsen (2016) found247
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that Hurst exponents range between 0 and 0.2 and vertical correlation lengths248

range between 15 and 150 m. In this study, we generate small-scale hetero-249

geneity with Hurst exponent of 0.1 and correlation length of 100 m. Due to250

computational limitations on grid spacing we resolve in our simulations, we251

set a minimum wavelength cutoff of 200 m.252

In the section Experiments with Different 1D Material Structures and253

Small-Scale Heterogeneity, we show the results of our experiments testing254

whether small-scale heterogeneity strongly affect simulated ground motions.255

It is first important to explain how we validate events and determine whether256

a simulated event is producing ground motion data that reasonably represents257

true ground motions. This procedure is explained in the section Validation258

with Recorded Events. We note in advance that our findings indicate that259

we are best able to simulate realistic ground motions using a 1D material260

structure where the top 2.7 km of the material structure is constrained by261

the composite well log data. We consider this to be our preferred material262

structure and is what we use to produce simulated ground motion data for263

inclusion into our final GMPE.264
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Validation with Recorded Events265

Since ground motion simulations are able to generate synthetic ground266

motion data with spatial resolution greater than actual ground motion record-267

ings, synthetic ground motion data offers an opportunity to augment ground268

motion databases, particularly at near-source distances. It is important to269

demonstrate that simulations produce synthetic ground motion data that270

respect recorded ground motion data when such recordings are available.271

To demonstrate this, we extract ground motion intensity measures from the272

recorded and synthetic ground motion data (as a function of hypocentral273

distance and magnitude) and perform a 2D Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on274

the distributions to determine whether it is reasonable to assume that the275

synthetic and recorded ground motion datasets were drawn from the same276

distribution. If we find that this assumption is reasonable for any individual277

event we simulate, we add the synthetic ground motion data to the target278

region ground motion dataset. The central idea of this synthetic/recorded279

ground motion data integration process is that if simulations can produce280

ground motion data that reasonably match recorded data (especially in ar-281

eas where recordings tend to be sparse), we can use the synthetic ground282

motion data to fill out ground motion datasets and constrain GMPEs. This283
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approach could be used to generate GMPEs for regions more localized that284

those for which GMPEs are typically designed. For instance, in this study285

we show that this process can be used to generate a GMPE for central Ok-286

lahoma and southern Kansas, as compared to the entire central and eastern287

United States.288

We simulate ground motions using the ground motion simulation code289

waveqlab3d, developed by Duru and Dunham (2016). Our ground motion290

simulations have two customizable components we use to mimic real events.291

One of these components is the material structure. In simulations of earth-292

quakes in central Oklahoma and southern Kansas, we use the preferred ma-293

terial structure described in the section Target Area Material Structure. The294

second component is the description of the earthquake source. For Mw 3-295

4 earthquakes, we describe sources as point moment tensors following the296

method of Petersson et al. (2016). We use the moment rate function pro-297

posed by Brune (1970),298

Ṁ0(t) = M0ω
2
0te

−ω0tH(t), (2)

where M0 is the moment of the earthquake and ω0 = 2πfc for corner fre-299

quency fc. We find that the choice of corner frequency can have a significant300

effect on ground motions. We perform multiple simulations of individual301
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events while varying corner frequency and choose the simulated data that302

best fits the recorded data. For the Oklahoma/Kansas target region, we303

aim to choose corner frequencies such that we respect stress drop estimates304

of earthquakes from intraplate regions experiencing induced seismic events.305

Goertz-Allmann et al. (2011) estimated stress drops from events in the Basel306

geothermal field of 0.1 to 100 MPa with median 2.32 MPa. Huang and Beroza307

(2015) calculated P and S-wave averaged stress drops of earthquakes in the308

2010-2011 Guy-Greenbrier, Arkansas, sequence using a Brune spectral model309

and reported a range of 1.02 to 42.50 MPa with a median of 10.57 MPa.310

Based on the rule-of-thumb for fourth order numerical schemes (e.g.311

Levander (1988), the scheme used in this study is sixth order) used to es-312

timate maximum resolved frequencies (5 nodes per wavelength times the313

minimum shear-wave speed), we estimate that by using 25 m grid spacing in314

our simulations we resolve frequencies up to a maximum of ∼10.5 Hz. By315

comparing our frequency limit to the frequency bands that contribute sig-316

nal power to oscillator response at various periods described in Bora et al.317

(2016), we believe that we are adequately resolving frequencies such that we318

can estimate peak spectral accelerations up to 5 Hz (T=0.2s). We appear319

to be close to resolving the frequencies necessary to drive a 10 Hz oscillator,320
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but we err on the side of caution and report simulated intensity measures321

only up to PSA(T=0.2s). We report values of PGA, estimated to be simply322

the maximum acceleration value obtained from velocity time series. Due to323

the frequency limitation of our simulations, we note that we are possibly324

underestimating PGA using bandlimited time series.325

Mw3.4 Event near Anthony, Kansas326

We demonstrate the validation process by example. As an example event,327

we choose a Mw 3.4 earthquake that occurred on 17 October 2015 ∼13 km328

southeast of Anthony, Kansas, at a depth of 4 km. The moment of the329

earthquake was 1.58×1014 N-m. We describe the source as a point moment330

tensor with strike = 280◦, dip = 35◦ and rake -55◦, which was obtained331

by cross-referencing the online USGS earthquake archive and the St. Louis332

University Earthquake Center’s catalog. We perform a series of simulations333

with moment rate functions corresponding to Brune spectra with varying334

corner frequencies. We use our preferred material model, a 1D structure335

where depths below 2.7 km follow that of the material model used in Keranen336

et al. (2014) and depths less than 2.7 km are the average properties taken337

from the composite well log shown in Table 1. The corner frequency that338

generates synthetic ground motion data with the best match to recorded data339
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has fc ∼ 6.4 Hz. We compute stress drop by assuming a circular rupture340

(Eshelby, 1957),341

∆σ =
7

16
M0

(
fc
kVS

)3

, (3)

where M0 is moment, fc is corner frequency, VS=3430 m/s is the S-wave ve-342

locity near the source, and k= 0.372 for S waves (Brune, 1971). We compute343

a stress drop for this event (using fc= 6.4 Hz) of ∼8.6 MPa. It is impor-344

tant to note that estimates of stress drop can vary widely depending on the345

model and assumptions that are used to make the estimate. We do not aim346

to provide precise constraints on stress drops using this simulation approach.347

Instead, our choice of stress drop is used to set a corner frequency that de-348

fines the spectral content of our earthquakes sources. However, the estimated349

stress drops are quite consistent with values inferred for earthquakes in this350

region.351

We generate synthetic ground motion data at the free surface with station352

spacing of 1 km over a 40×40 km grid such that the epicenter of the simulated353

event is at the center of the grid. For each synthetic ground motion, we354

extract ground motion intensity measures such as peak ground velocity and355

peak ground acceleration. Figure 5 shows ground motion intensity measures,356

as a function of hypocentral distance, of the entire target region ground357
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motion dataset, the synthetic Mw3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data, and358

the recorded Mw3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data. In our simulations359

we do not directly account for lateral variability in site effects that could360

translate to variability in simulated ground motions. The variability in our361

ground motion simulations (as can be seen in Figure 5) comes from the362

sampling of ground motions at many different azimuths for each distance.363

In each individual simulation, the variability is therefore a function of the364

interaction of the radiation pattern of the earthquake being simulated and365

the velocity structure though which the ensuing seismic waves propagate.366

To assess whether our simulations are producing synthetic ground mo-367

tion data that reasonably represent true ground motions, we perform a 2D368

Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test on the synthetic and recorded ground motion369

data following the algorithm presented in Peacock (1983). The two-sample370

K-S test is a non-parametric statistical test used to determine whether two371

samples are drawn from the same or different distributions. The null hypoth-372

esis is that two samples are drawn from the same distribution. The samples373

tested include the synthetic ground motion data and all recorded ground374

motion data with a source-to-receiver distance less than or equal to the max-375

imum source-to-receiver distance of the synthetic ground motion data. When376
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we perform the 2D K-S test on the ground motion data from the Mw 3.4 An-377

thony, KS, event with a significance level of α=0.05, we do not reject the null378

hypothesis that the samples were drawn from the same parent distribution.379

The P-value of this test is 0.2781.380

In most cases, there are few data points in our recorded ground motion381

catalog within 20 km, limiting the power of statistical testing. Due to compu-382

tational limitations, however, we cannot simulate to farther distances at our383

current spatial resolution in a reasonable amount of time. Therefore, part384

of determining whether a simulated event reasonably mimics the character-385

istics of recorded ground motions from the event includes visual inspection.386

We extrapolate the trend of our simulated ground motion data and compare387

to the recorded ground motion data at distances farther than we simulate388

to determine whether the simulated ground motion data respect the trends389

observed in the recorded ground motion data.390

Since the synthetic ground motion data from our Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS,391

earthquake simulation passes both the 2D K-S test and visual inspection, we392

conclude that our simulation produces ground motion data that reasonably393

represent true ground motions and we add the synthetic ground motion data394

to the target region ground motion dataset.395
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Experiments with Different 1D Material Structures and Small-396

Scale Heterogeneity397

In this section we explore the effects of different 1D material structures398

and the introduction of small-scale heterogeneity with parameters constrained399

by the aforementioned composite well log data. For each test, we use a source400

description that attempts to mimic the previously described Mw 3.4 event401

near Anthony, KS. We then change the material structure depending on402

which specific feature we want to isolate.403

Effects of Well Log Constrained 1D Material Structure404

We perform an experiment where we simulate an earthquake (the Mw 3.4405

event near Anthony, KS) using two different 1D material structures. One of406

those material structures is taken from the study by Keranen et al. (2014).407

The second material structure is constructed such that for depths below 2.7408

km, the material structure used is that of Keranen et al. (2014) and for depths409

less than 2.7 km, the average properties are taken from the composite well410

log shown in Table 1. We note that the upper 2.7 km of the Keranen et al.411

(2014) material structure is described in their study as “not well-constrained412

by available data.” Results for PGV and PSA(T=0.2s) values are shown413
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in Figure 6. We find that using only the Keranen et al. (2014) structure,414

simulated ground motions appear to represent the range of ground motion415

intensities fairly well, but at the farthest distances we simulate there appears416

to be a slight trend toward ground motion intensities higher than are seen417

in the recorded data, in particular for PGV, an intensity measure typically418

associated with low-frequency motions. This trend could be the beginning419

of a change in decay rate that is not consistent with recorded data, but420

simulations out to further distances are needed to confirm this result. We421

currently do not have the computational resources to extend the simulations422

to the distances needed to confirm that the decay rate changes significantly423

at distances greater than ∼20 km.424

Effects of Small-Scale Heterogeneity Constrained by Well Logs425

Using the univariate statistics of the individual formations from the well426

log data, we generate random perturbations in material properties (via a von427

Karman power spectral density function) that we add to the our preferred 1D428

“backbone” material structure. Parameter choices and generation methodol-429

ogy for these perturbations are explained in the section Target Area Material430

Structure. Figure 7 shows an example of two simulations performed mimick-431

ing the aforementioned Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, event. One of these simulations432
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employs the preferred 1D material structure constrained by composite well433

log data in the upper 2.7 km, which has been shown in several figures in434

this study. The second simulation has the same 1D backbone, but includes435

isotropic small-scale heterogeneity described using a correlation length of 100436

m, Hurst exponent of 0.1, and standard deviations corresponding to the val-437

ues in Table 1. The perturbations are scaled to the average velocities and438

densities of each individual formation.439

We find that the addition of small-scale heterogeneity reduces the range of440

ground motion intensities we observe in simulations, an effect that becomes441

particularly pronounced at our farthest simulated distances (>15 km). Ad-442

ditionally, the rate of decay of ground motion intensities as a function of443

distance is smaller when small-scale heterogeneity is added to the material444

structure. The simulation performed using only the 1D structure produces445

a trend of ground motion intensity decay with distance with much greater446

agreement to the recorded data than does the simulation with additional447

small-scale heterogeneity. We believe that this effect could be a result of448

the composite nature of the well log data. Combining multiple wells likely449

overestimates the standard deviations reported in Table 1. This notion is fur-450

ther evidenced by the observation that many standard deviations in Table451
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1 are much higher than typically estimated in the upper crust (high esti-452

mates tend to be around 10% (Frankel and Clayton, 1986; Imperatori and453

Mai, 2013; Bydlon and Dunham, 2015; Savran and Olsen, 2016)). Without454

more granular data to constrain von Karman parameters for the target re-455

gion, we conclude that for the purposes of this study, it is best to generate456

a final GMPE that includes simulated data using our preferred 1D material457

structure without small-scale heterogeneity.458

Construction of Composite Recorded/Simulated GMPE459

We simulate a set of earthquakes that occurred in the target region such460

that we can add the simulated ground motion data to our catalog of recorded461

ground motions from northern Oklahoma and southern Kansas. We then462

use this composite simulated/recorded ground motion catalog to construct a463

GMPE for Mw 3-4 earthquakes for this target region. Details of the simulated464

events are shown in Table 2. The earthquakes were selected because they465

were reasonably well-recorded, meaning there are at least ∼10 ground motion466

recordings in our catalog, including recordings with hypocentral distances less467

than 25 km (the farthest hypocentral distances we simulate), and we could468

locate an associated moment tensor for the event. We select moment tensors469
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by searching the earthquake catalog provided by the USGS Earthquake Haz-470

ards Program and the Moment Tensor Solution Database provided by Saint471

Louis University’s Earthquake Center. If both catalogs have a moment tensor472

for any individual earthquake and their preferred values differ (this occur-473

rence is most commonly associated with differences in earthquake depths),474

we choose the solution provided by Saint Louis University. Since we do not475

have precise information on stress drops from these earthquakes at this time,476

we run multiple simulations of each event while varying corner frequency and477

report the corresponding stress drop that produced the best-fitting ground478

motion data according to the procedure described in the section Validation479

with Recorded Events. All of our inferred stress drops fall between 1 and480

42.5 MPa, in line with observations of stress drops of induced intraplate481

earthquakes (Goertz-Allmann et al., 2011; Huang and Beroza, 2015).482

Once the individual events have been validated, we take the simulated483

data and add it to the catalog of ground motions recorded in the target484

area. Figure 8 shows the data in this composite catalog, with a color scheme485

indicating which data points are recorded and which are simulated. We fit486

the data to produce a GMPE for the target area using a slightly modified487

version of the functional form presented in Shahjouei and Pezeshk (2016).488
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The only difference in our GMPE is that the distance range where the rate489

of attenuation is different is 40-120 km, instead of 60-120 km as in Shahjouei490

and Pezeshk (2016). This change reflects the characteristics of the recorded491

ground motions in our target region. We use nonlinear regression to fit a492

GMPE to our composite catalog to predict median ground motion intensities493

using the functional form:494

log(Ȳ ) = c1 + c2M + c3M
2 + (c4 + c5M)×min{log(R), log(40)}

+ (c6 + c7M )×max[min{log(R/40), log(120/40)}, 0]

+ (c8 + c9M )×max{log(R/120), 0}+ c10R,

(4)

with495

R =
√
R2
hyp + c211, (5)

where Ȳ is the median value of the specified ground motion intensity measure496

(in units of cm/s2 for PGA and PSA, cm/s for PGV), M is the moment497

magnitude, Rhyp is the hypocentral distance in km, and c1 − c11 are the498

coefficients obtained when fitting the ground motion data using Equation499

(4). PSA are pseudospectral accelerations computed with a 5% damping500

parameter. The coefficients computed for PGA, PGV, and PSA at T= 1,501

0.5, and 0.2s (1, 2, and 5 Hz, respectively) are reported in Table 3. Figure502
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9 shows GMPEs for PGV and PSA(T=0.2s) for a Mw3.5 earthquake in the503

target region constructed via fitting the composite catalog with Equation 4.504

We interpret the coefficient c11 as the “effective depth” parameter re-505

ported in studies such as Atkinson and Silva (2000); Yenier and Atkinson506

(2014); Atkinson (2015); Yenier and Atkinson (2015), and Atkinson et al.507

(2016) that aims to capture near-source distance saturation effects. We find508

that this effective depth term varies between ground motion intensity mea-509

sures, but is consistently less than 3 km, which is less than but similar to510

observations from ground motion data of earthquakes up to Mw 4 in the Gey-511

sers region of California (Atkinson et al., 2016), where this term was found512

to be near 3 km for earthquakes of Mw 4.513

Figure 10 shows the residuals, defined as the difference (in log units)514

between the observed and predicted ground motion intensities, for PGV and515

PSA(T=0.2s) with means and standard deviations of the data binned every516

10 km. We compute means and standard deviations for the combined dataset,517

the simulated data only, and the recorded data only. The means for all of518

those permutations are near zero or well within 1 standard deviation. The519

results from the residual computations indicate that our simulated data has520

amplitude and decay characteristics nearly identical to the recorded data.521
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Therefore, we conclude that our simulations are producing realistic ground522

motions.523

Discussion and Conclusions524

The key development presented in this study is a framework for incorpo-525

rating realistic ground motion simulations (validated against recorded data)526

into ground motion catalogs for the purposes of augmenting ground motion527

datasets and developing GMPEs in data-poor regions. This framework in-528

volves the collection of best available constraints on the material structure529

of the target region and source parameters of individual events. These con-530

straints are then incorporated into ground motion simulations intended to531

mimic events in the target region. We compare the synthetic data produced532

via simulation of an individual event to recorded ground motions from the533

same event to ensure that our simulations are producing realistic ground mo-534

tion data. Once we are confident that our synthetic data is realistic we add535

the synthetic data to our target region ground motion catalog. This increases536

the number of near-source ground motion recordings we can use to constrain537

GMPEs. Finally, we fit GMPEs for several key ground motion intensity538

measures using an equation that describes the characteristics of the ground539
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motion dataset. This framework can be used to develop GMPEs tailored540

specifically to regions much more refined than typical scales of applicability,541

which can be areas as large as the central and eastern US. Since ground542

motions likely exhibit intra-region variability (i.e., ground motions from a543

Mw 3.5 earthquake in north Oklahoma are likely different than a Mw 3.5544

earthquake in the New Madrid Seismic Zone), the development of regionally-545

specific GMPEs could lead to improvements in seismic hazard forecasting, in546

particular in areas experiencing induced seismicity.547

Using this framework, we have constructed a GMPE for Mw 3-4 earth-548

quakes for north-central Oklahoma and south-central Kansas using a com-549

posite catalog consisting of recorded ground motions and synthetic ground550

motions from simulations of events that occurred in the target region. We551

compare our GMPE to available GMPEs for Mw 3-4 earthquakes in the552

central and eastern US, most notably the GMPE presented for this magni-553

tude range in Atkinson (2015), and find that these GMPEs generally predict554

similar values for ground motions as does our target region GMPE. There555

are, however, some notable differences that we believe result from 1) the556

recorded/simulated nature of our ground motion dataset and the amount of557

near-source ground motion data with which we constrain our GMPE, and558
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2) the fact that our GMPE is designed for a subregion of the central US559

that likely has earthquake and/or wave propagation characteristics distinct560

from the average properties of the entire central and eastern US. Our results561

indicate that the rate of decay of ground motion intensities in our target562

region varies as a function of distance similar to the findings of Pezeshk et al.563

(2011),Boore and Thompson (2015), and Shahjouei and Pezeshk (2016), ex-564

cept that our data indicate changes in the rate of decay at 40 and 120 km.565

Although we use a similar functional form to construct GMPEs as does566

Shahjouei and Pezeshk (2016), we note in that study GMPEs were con-567

structed for earthquakes Mw 5-8, so comparisons of such GMPEs to those568

presented in this study are not valid.569

We also present results of several experiments designed to understand570

sensitivity of 3D ground motion simulations to material structure choice.571

We find that data from our target region does not sufficiently constrain the572

statistical parameters of small-scale heterogeneity for use in the development573

of our target region GMPE. We believe that better constraints on such pa-574

rameters could lead to the inclusion of small-scale heterogeneity in similar575

ground motion simulations.576

We believe that physics-based synthetic ground motion data, such as the577
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data generated in this study, could be extended by combination with syn-578

thetic data produced via stochastic approaches, such as in Graves and Pitarka579

(2004); Frankel (2009); Graves and Pitarka (2010); Bommer et al. (2017), to580

produce broadband synthetics. By including stochastically generated syn-581

thetics at high frequencies, the useful frequency band of synthetic ground582

motions could be extended. This would be particularly useful for estimated583

intensity measures such as peak ground acceleration and peak spectral ac-584

celerations above 10 Hz, which require information on frequencies that are585

currently beyond what can be accurately resolved by our simulations.586

In future work, we aim to use this framework to develop GMPEs for the587

north-central Oklahoma and south-central Kansas region for earthquakes Mw588

>4. This will require a change in our approach to earthquake sources, since589

it will be important to account for finite source effects when simulating large590

earthquakes.591

Data and Resources592

Ground motion data used in this study was provided by coauthor Abhi-593

neet Gupta and was collected from IRIS Data Services (http://ds.347iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/).594

Processing methods are detailed in upcoming manuscript Gupta et al. (2017).595
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The well log data was obtained from a member of the Stanford Center for596

Induced and Triggered Seismicity.597

Moment tensors were obtained from the USGS Earthquake Archive (https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/)598

and the Moment Tensor Solution Database provided by Saint Louis Univer-599

sity’s Earthquake Center (http://www.eas.slu.edu/eqc/eqcmt.html). Last600

accessed October 2016.601
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Figure 1: Epicenters of earthquakes (blue dots) included in the Mw3-4816

ground motion catalog associated with the Oklahoma/Kansas study area.817

Red dots indicate epicenters of the 2011 Mw 5.6 event near Prague, OK, and818

the 2016 Mw 5.8 event near Pawnee, OK.819

Figure 2: Peak ground velocities (a) and peak spectral accelerations820

(T=0.2s) (b) as functions of hypocentral distance for ground motion data821

from the Mw 3-4 Oklahoma/Kansas target area ground motion dataset.822

Green dots indicate data Mw 3.0 - 3.5 and black dots indicate data Mw823
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3.5 - 4.0. Red lines indicate reference Atkinson (2015) Mw 3.5 GMPE (solid824

indicates mean, dashed +/- 1 standard deviation).825

Figure 3: Composite well log data (as received) showing measurements826

of P- and S-wave speed (top left and top right histograms, respectively)827

and density (bottom histogram) from more than 20 well logs describing the828

material structure of the Arbuckle formation used to formulate the material829

structure representing our target region. At this time we do not have access830

to individual well logs.831

Figure 4: a) Keranen et al. (2014) 1D velocity profile (VP and VS) for832

depths 0 to 15 km. b) 1D velocity profile (VP and VS) for depths 0 to 3 km833

obtained from well logs. At depths >2.7 km, we set the well-log-derived 1D834

velocity profile equal to the Keranen et al. (2014) 1D velocity profile.835

Figure 5: Peak ground accelerations (top) and peak ground velocities836

(bottom) as a function of hypocentral distance for all recorded ground mo-837

tions in the target region (gray dots), the synthetic (using fc= 6.4 Hz) Mw 3.4838

Anthony, KS, ground motion data using the preferred target region 1D ma-839

terial structure (green dots), and the recorded Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, ground840

motion data (red dots). The simulation produces synthetic ground motion841

data that agree well with recordings.842
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Figure 6: Peak ground velocities (top) and peak spectral accelerations843

(T=0.2s) (bottoms) as a function of hypocentral distance for all recorded844

ground motions in the target region (gray dots), the synthetic (using fc= 6.4845

Hz) Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data using the preferred 1D material846

structure (green dots) and the Keranen et al. (2014) material structure (blue847

dots), and the recorded Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data (red dots).848

The simulations performed using the preferred 1D material structure better849

capture the decay rate of ground motion intensities compared to the Keranen850

et al. (2014) material structure.851

Figure 7: Peak ground velocities (top) and peak spectral accelerations852

(T=0.2s) (bottoms) as a function of hypocentral distance for all recorded853

ground motions in the target region (gray dots), the synthetic (using fc= 6.4854

Hz) Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data using the preferred 1D mate-855

rial structure (green dots) and preferred material structure with additional856

small-scale heterogeneity constrained by composite well logs (blue dots), and857

the recorded Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data (red dots). The sim-858

ulations performed using the preferred 1D material structure alone better859

capture the decay rate of ground motion intensities compared to the simu-860

lations where small-scale heterogeneity is included, particularly at distances861
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greater than 10 km. This difference is more pronounced for PSA(T=0.2s)862

than for PGV.863

Figure 8: Peak ground velocities (top) and peak spectral accelerations864

(T=0.2s) (bottom) as functions of hypocentral distance for ground motion865

data from the Mw 3-4 Oklahoma/Kansas target area composite ground mo-866

tion dataset including recorded (gray dots) and simulated (green dots) ground867

motions.868

Figure 9: Peak ground velocities (top) and peak spectral accelerations869

(T=0.2s) (bottom) as functions of hypocentral distance for ground motion870

data from the Mw 3-4 Oklahoma/Kansas target area composite ground mo-871

tion dataset (gray dots). Red line indicates reference Atkinson (2015) Mw872

3.5 GMPE. Green line is GMPE for Mw 3.5 events constructed by fitting our873

composite catalog using Equation 4 (coefficients shown in Table 3).874

Figure 10: Plots of residuals (difference between observed and predicted875

in log units, binned every 10 km) for PGV (left column) and PSA(T=0.2s)876

(right column). Green squares indicate the mean values of each bin with877

errors bars indicating +/- 1 standard deviation. The top panel in each col-878

umn are the residuals between the composite GMPE and the recorded data879

(gray dots), the middle panel are the residuals between the composite GMPE880
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and the simulated data (red dots), and the bottom panel are the residuals881

between the composite GMPE and the combined dataset, where the dots882

are color coded as either recorded or simulated. The means are near zero883

or well within 1 standard deviation for all cases, indicating that our simu-884

lations are producing ground motion data that has similar amplitude and885

decay characteristics as recorded data.886

Figure A1: Particle velocity (radial, transverse, and vertical components)887

time series comparisons quantified using the 3-component averaged goodness-888

of-fit measure described in Appendix A at a station location at 10 km hor-889

izontal and 2 km vertical distance from the source between the analytic890

solution for the LOH.1 verification problem (black) and solutions produced891

by waveqlab3d (red) for grid spacing of 50 (left) and 25 m (right).892

Appendix893

Layer-Over-Halfspace Verification Exercise894

To establish confidence that waveqlab3d is accurately modeling point mo-895

ment tensor sources and 3D seismic wave propagation in heterogeneous ma-896

terial structures, we perform the verification exercise LOH.1 designed by Day897

et al. (2003). LOH.1 is a layer-over-halfspace problem where a point moment898
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tensor source is set at 2 km depth in a half-space that underlies a 1 km thick899

low-velocity layer. The grid spacings used for the simulations are 25 and 50900

m. Ground motions are generated at 1000 m intervals on the surface at an901

angle of tan−1(4/3) ≈ 53.13◦ from the tangential direction of the dislocation.902

We compare our numerically generated ground motions to semi-analytic so-903

lutions using the approach of Olsen and Mayhew (2010). Our goodness-of-fit904

(GOF) measure uses three equally-weighted ground motion intensity metrics:905

peak ground velocity, peak ground acceleration, and spectral accelerations906

(5% damping) for periods between 0.1-1 s with 0.01 s spacing and between907

1.1-10 s with 0.1 s spacing. For each individual metric, we compute the908

three-component average (vertical, radial, tangential) of the GOF between909

the numerical and semi-analytic solution. We then compute a final GOF910

measure according to Equation 2 of Olsen and Mayhew (2010), with equal911

weight given to the individual metrics. Figure A.1 shows the comparison912

between three directional components of ground motion of the numerical913

and analytic solutions at the farthest station computed (10 km horizontal914

distance from source on the free surface), along with the three-component915

averaged GOF measure. We find that waveqlab3d produces solutions with916

an “excellent” fit (80<GOF<100) relative to the semi-analytic solution for917
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the cases where grid spacing equals 50 and 25 m. We therefore conclude that918

waveqlab3d accurately models point moment tensor sources and 3D seismic919

wave propagation at grid spacing of 50 m and less for frequencies up to 5920

Hz (as per the filtering characteristics of the analytic solution defined in the921

LOH.1 problem documentation (Day et al., 2003)).922
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Table 1: Preferred 1D Material Structure Used in Simulations

Layer Depth (m) VP VS ρ σVP σVS σρ

1 0-366 2.59 1.33 2.2 10.0 10.0 7.0

2 367-1011 4.42 2.21 2.56 18.1 18.0 12.0

3 1011-1400 3.53 1.76 2.58 18.0 19.6 3.9

4 1400-1593 4.54 2.31 2.66 20.7 21.8 5.8

5 1593-1697 5.82 3.05 2.67 8.6 9.2 2.7

6 1697-1758 3.90 2.19 2.65 18.1 19.1 4.2

7 1758-1823 5.70 3.11 2.69 11.6 10.8 4.2

8 1823-1882 4.05 2.13 2.58 16.5 21.5 9.3

9 1882-2500 6.34 3.44 2.77 8.4 9.2 6.3

10 2500-2700 5.64 3.05 2.68 7.4 8.2 5.6

Average VP (km/s), VS (km/s), and density (ρ, expressed in g/cm3) and

normalized standard deviations (σ, expressed in %) used to generate

small-scale heterogeneity for the north Oklahoma / southern Kansas target

area via the von Karman PSDF. Data obtained from well logs in central

Oklahoma. For all depths below 2700 m, average VP , VS, and ρ values

taken from the Keranen et al. (2014) 1D material structure and normalized

standard deviations are taken from Layer 10 of the well log data.
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Table 2: Source Specifications of Simulated Earthquakes

Date Nearest City Mw Depth (km) Strike◦ Dip◦ Rake◦ ∆σ (MPa)

11/07/2015 Medford, OK 3.8 3.9 105 58 -47 32.7

11/11/2015 Medford, OK 3.5 4.0 100 65 -55 23.5

10/17/2015 Anthony, KS 3.4 4.0 280 35 -55 8.6

10/10/2014 Luther, OK 3.2 3.0 285 80 -20 8.4

08/25/2015 Stillwater, OK 3.2 3.0 325 75 -10 9.3

09/16/2015 Pawnee, OK 3.2 3.0 150 80 10 14.0

07/09/2014 Caldwell, KS 3.0 3.4 205 85 65 12.8

Dates, locations, and technical specifications of the simulated earthquakes.

Stress drops are computed via Equation 3. Although multiple simulations

are performed for each event with varying stress drop, here we report stress

drops of the simulations that produced ground motions that best fit the

ground motions recorded during the event.
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Table 3: GMPE Coefficients for Various Intensity Measures

PGV 1 Hz (T=1s) PSA 2 Hz (T=0.5s) PSA 5 Hz (T=0.2s) PSA PGA

c1 -4.388 -0.912 -2.907 -3.868 -4.719

c2 1.631 0.212 1.296 2.096 2.615

c3 0.018 0.163 0.051 -0.008 -0.068

c4 -2.706×105 6.218×104 -5.122×103 -1.281×105 2.306×104

c5 -0.371 0.063 -0.193 -0.539 -0.652

c6 -2.706×105 6.218×104 -5.122×103 -1.281×105 2.306×104

c7 0.160 0.035 0.075 0.156 0.034

c8 -2.706×105 6.218×104 -5.122×103 -1.281×105 2.306×104

c9 0.531 0.604 0.530 0.156 0.463

c10 2.706×105 -6.218×104 5.122×103 1.281×105 -2.306×104

c11 0.482 2.238 0.007 0.015 2.272

Coefficients c1 − c11 obtained by fitting the composite recorded/simulated

ground motion catalog for the Oklahoma/Kansas target region using Equa-

tion 4 for RotD50 horizontal-component ground motion intensity measures

PGA (in cm/s2), PGV (in cm/s), and 5% damped pseudospectral accelera-

tions (in cm/s2).
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Figure 1: Epicenters of earthquakes (blue dots) included in the Mw3-4 ground motion

catalog associated with the Oklahoma/Kansas study area. Red dots indicate epicenters of

the 2011 Mw 5.6 event near Prague, OK, and the 2016 Mw 5.8 event near Pawnee, OK.
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Figure 2: Peak ground velocities (a) and peak spectral accelerations (T=0.2s) (b) as func-

tions of hypocentral distance for ground motion data from the Mw 3-4 Oklahoma/Kansas

target area ground motion dataset. Green dots indicate data Mw 3.0 - 3.5 and black dots

indicate data Mw 3.5 - 4.0. Red lines indicate reference Atkinson (2015) Mw 3.5 GMPE

(solid indicates mean, dashed +/- 1 standard deviation).
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Figure 3: Composite well log data (as received) showing measurements of P and S-wave

speed (top left and top right histograms, respectively) and density (bottom histogram)

from more than 20 well logs describing the material structure of the Arbuckle formation

used to formulate the material structure representing our target region. At this time we

do not have access to individual well logs.
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Figure 4: a) Keranen et al. (2014) 1D velocity profile (VP and VS) for depths 0 to 15

km. b) 1D velocity profile (VP and VS) for depths 0 to 3 km obtained from well logs. At

depths >2.7 km, we set the well-log-derived 1D velocity profile equal to the Keranen et al.

(2014) 1D velocity profile.
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Figure 5: Peak ground accelerations (top) and peak ground velocities (bottom) as a func-

tion of hypocentral distance for all recorded ground motions in the target region (gray

dots), the synthetic (using fc= 6.4 Hz) Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data using

the preferred target region 1D material structure (green dots), and the recorded Mw 3.4

Anthony, KS, ground motion data (red dots). The simulation produces synthetic ground

motion data that agree well with recordings.
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Figure 6: Peak ground velocities (top) and peak spectral accelerations (T=0.2s) (bottom)

as a function of hypocentral distance for all recorded ground motions in the target region

(gray dots), the synthetic (using fc= 6.4 Hz) Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data

using the preferred 1D material structure (green dots) and the Keranen (2014) material

structure (blue dots), and the recorded Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data (red

dots). The simulations performed using the preferred 1D material structure better capture

the decay rate of ground motion intensities compared to the Keranen (2014) material

structure.
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Figure 7: Peak ground velocities (top) and peak spectral accelerations (T=0.2s) (bottom)

as a function of hypocentral distance for all recorded ground motions in the target region

(gray dots), the synthetic (using fc= 6.4 Hz) Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data

using the preferred 1D material structure (green dots) and preferred material structure

with additional small-scale heterogeneity constrained by composite well logs (blue dots),

and the recorded Mw 3.4 Anthony, KS, ground motion data (red dots). The simulations

performed using the preferred 1D material structure alone better capture the decay rate of

ground motion intensities compared to the simulations where small-scale heterogeneity is

included, particularly at distances greater than 10 km. This difference is more pronounced

for PSA(T=0.2s) than for PGV.
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Figure 8: Peak ground velocities (top) and peak spectral accelerations (T=0.2s) (bot-

tom) as functions of hypocentral distance for ground motion data from the Mw 3-4 Okla-

homa/Kansas target area composite ground motion dataset including recorded (gray dots)

and simulated (green dots) ground motions.
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Figure 9: Peak ground velocities (top) and peak spectral accelerations (T=0.2s) (bot-

tom) as functions of hypocentral distance for ground motion data from the Mw 3-4 Okla-

homa/Kansas target area composite ground motion dataset (gray dots). Red line indicates

reference Atkinson (2015) Mw 3.5 GMPE. Green line is GMPE for Mw 3.5 events con-

structed by fitting our composite catalog using Equation 4 (coefficients shown in Table

3).
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Figure 10: Plots of residuals (difference between observed and predicted in log units,

binned every 10 km) for PGV (left column) and PSA(T=0.2s) (right column). Green

squares indicate the mean values of each bin with errors bars indicating +/- 1 standard

deviation. The top panel in each column are the residuals between the composite GMPE

and the recorded data (gray dots), the middle panel are the residuals between the com-

posite GMPE and the simulated data (red dots), and the bottom panel are the residuals

between the composite GMPE and the combined dataset, where the dots are color coded

as either recorded or simulated. The means are near zero or well within 1 standard devia-

tion for all cases, indicating that our simulations are producing ground motion data that

has similar amplitude and decay characteristics as recorded data.
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Figure A1: Particle velocity (radial, transverse, and vertical components) time series com-

parisons quantified using the 3-component averaged goodness-of-fit measure described in

Appendix A at a station location at 10 km horizontal and 2 km vertical distance from

the source between the analytic solution for the LOH.1 verification problem (black) and

solutions produced by waveqlab3d (red) for grid spacing of 50 (left) and 25 m (right).
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